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ABSTRACT 
Opening Lines in Classroom and Social Settings: 
A Comparative Study of the Initiator ' s 
First Conversational Sequence 
by 
Julie E .  Hutcheson 
M . A .  Candidate 
Eastern I l l inois University,  1 9 8 9  
Ma jor Professor : D r .  Douglas G .  Bock 
Department: Speech Communication 
i i  
This study examined various types o f  opening l ines that 
college students use with strangers in class room and social 
settings . An opening line was defined as the initial turn 
of the conversational sequence . The responses received 
by the students,  through an open-ended survey, were ana l yzed 
and categorized using content analys i s .  The results 
revealed many similarities among the two settings in eight 
pre-established categories and three new categories except 
for in one of the newest categories . The social setting in 
one of the newest categories received more sarcastic 
conversational sequences than the classroom. This 
study provides examples pertaining to many opening l ines 
for further analy s i s . 
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One of life's many challenges is the art of meeting 
people for the very first time. It is impossible to be in 
the presence of another person and not make contact 
(Zunin & Zunin, 1972, p. 47) .  According to Knapp (1978), 
"Greetings seem to be a rather quick, simple, and routinized 
way of initiating communication on the surface 
(1978 , p. 105) . " He reminds us that, unless something 
irregular happens to us in a conversation, we do not pay too 
much attention to our greetings. People do not usually 
think about or analyze their first few words spoken to a 
stranger. 
If a person asked another how his day was going and 
received a full-length report in response, the initiator may 
ask himself or herself what he or she said to gain such a 
detailed response. Studies have shown that initiating 
communication through those opening lines is the first step 
in becoming part of another person's life (Altman & Taylor, 
1973; Krivonos & Knapp, 1975; Knapp, 1978). The interaction 
simply reveals that one person recognizes another and allows 
room for additional conversation. 
A person may ponder over the initial confrontation with 
a stranger for fear of rejection or disliking the person. 
Once the person overcomes that anticipation, the next step 
is the initial attempt at greeting the stranger. The first 
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opening lines are a strong determinant for future 
conversation or relationships. 
Opening lines can be creative, amusing, and/or common 
everyday gestures. It is interesting to observe the manner 
in which one will present himself or herself to a stranger 
using various greetings. For purposes of this study, 
opening lines will be defined as the initial turn of the 
conversational sequence. 
The objective of this study is to examine various types 
of opening lines that college students use with strangers to 
initiate conversations in classroom and social settings. 
This research reveals some popular and not so popular 
opening lines used by college students in the two contexts 
described above. One may or may not want to try using these 
lines on the next stranger he or she meets. 
There is much that goes into opening lines before, 
during, and after the process. Some people are quick to 
create an opening line when greeting a stranger. Others, 
however, may take some time and evaluate characteristics of 
the stranger before attempting to confront that person. 
Opening lines may be connected to nonverbal gestures, past 
relationships, the posture of a person, or facial 
expressions of the initiator. This study will focus on the 
first verbal greetings and the initiation process behind 
those lines. 
Review of Literature 
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Zunin and Zunin ' s ( 1 97 2 )  book Contact : The First Four 
Minutes is a source concerning the first steps of contact, 
i . e .  opening l ines . They explain, " contact i s  the way you 
meet and relate with people during the initial phase of 
interact i on : with strangers friends, lovers , children, 
bosse s ,  b l ind dates, plumbers, teachers, politi cians-the 
whole cast of characters in your individual world ( p .  3 )  . "  
They acknowledge that we come i n  contact with people dail y  
and take our interactions for granted . Do we rea l l y  observe 
ourselves when we speak to others? 
The self-awareness of opening l ines,  in part, i s  the 
first step toward more fulfill ing and fewer frustrating 
relationships ( Zunin & Zunin, 1 972, p .  4). The main purpose 
of their book was to point out that people meet strangers 
ofte n .  Some people shy away from meeting strangers . Thu s ,  
people should realize that contact i s  one o f  the most 
important acts in our live s .  Observing the initiation 
process through opening l ines w i l l  allow us to re-evaluate 
the posit ive and negative manners in which we present 
ourselve s .  
Zunin and Zunin ( 1 97 2 )  ask the reader some very 
important questions that may stress the importance of 
research in opening l i ne s .  These include : 
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1 .  Have you ever met an attractive stranger who, after 
exchanging a few sentence s ,  just drifted away-out 
of reach? 
2 .  Have you gone for a job interview and known 
inst inctive l y  within minutes that you would be 
hired no matter what the compet ition was l i k e ?  
3 .  Have you been introduced to an important new 
acquaintance and felt almost immediately that he or 
she was on your wavelength ( p .  7 ) ? 
Opening l ines may have been responsible for part of the 
answers to these quest ion s .  
Zunin & Zunin ( 1 97 2 )  state that the first four minutes 
is approximately the socially acceptable period that wi l l  
determine the re st,  if any ,  of the conversat ion . The 
contact goal i s  usua l l y  to communicate, to create response 
and involvement with the other person ( p .  8 ) . I nformat ion 
i s  provided about greetings with strangers . It may be t ime 
to re-evaluate and renew your opening l ines with a stranger 
if your greetings seem to be boring you or you get no 
response back . 
The outcome o f  a greeting within four minutes w i l l  be 
one of the fol lowing when you meet a stranger: 
1 .  Both of you w i l l  indicate that you want to continue 
talking . 
2 .  Both of you w i l l  prefer t o  taper the conversation 
off and end it as soon as possib l e . 
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3 .  One of you may want t o  go on, while the other does 
not ( Zunin & Zunin,  1 97 2 ,  p .  3 3 ) . 
Zunin and Zunin ( 1 972)  provide three phases in 
understanding all verbal contact : 
1. Recogni z e  the importance of the initial minutes . 
2. Be aware of your word-ways . 
3 .  Evaluate your word-ways and make changes ( p .  4 7 ) . 
One i s  much better off when he or she has knowledge o f  
at least one do-it-yourse l f  introduction kit . Zunin and 
Zunin ( 1 97 2 )  provide twelve steps for meeting a stranger : 
1 .  Talk . Period. 
2 .  Show concern . 
3 .  Be positive, personal, and pertinent . 
4 .  There i s  always someone will ing t o  talk . 
5 .  Be honest and direct . 
6. Take risks even i f  you might be re jected.  
7.  Sel f-introduct ion i s  interesting and helps 
self-esteem 
8 .  Ignore the clock and outside pressure s .  
9 .  Smi le . 
10. Proj ect a posit ive personal it y . 
11. Men, come on gently and be sincere . 
1 2 . Women, do not be scared when you hear a pleasant 
hello from a man . Listen ( p .  55-57 ) . 
"Openings are the first necessary activity that any two 
persons must perform successfully i f  they are to do anything 
e l s e  together (Miller et a l ,  1 9 7 5 ,  p .  4 7 9 )  . "  Mil ler et al 
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( 1 975) anticipated that friends would construct their 
openings di fferent than strangers . This was not supported 
through their research, but they did find that friends can 
complete an opening more rapidly than strangers can . Four 
elements should be considered when constructing successful 
opening lines: 
1. Estab l i shment of reciprocally acknowledged 
attent ion . 
2. Mutual responsiveness . 
3 .  Congruent self-other location ( ident ities) 
4. A shared focus ( p .  496). 
Krivonos and Knapp ( 1 9 7 5 )  provide a starting point 
for the study of the initiation of communicat ion . Some 
people go through l ife with very few, i f  any , problems in 
greeting others i n  normal day-to-day activities . They do 
point out the moments when something " out of the ordinary" 
happens when we greet others and we are aware of the 
interaction taking place ( p .  1 1 5) . The example given i s  
when we ask someone how he or she i s  and they g o  into a 
long-winded answer . Some of the best opening lines are 
created in a difficult situat ion . 
Krivonos and Knapp ( 1 975) continued their study about 
the role that greetings play i n  building friendships and 
relationships . Their art icle stressed that people tend t o  
reflect their societ y ' s rules and norms i n  a familiar 
society when init iating conversat ion . This study viewed 
nonverbal and verbal behaviors in the greeting proces s .  
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Their categorization o f  the various verbal leve l s  during the 
greeting period was of great importance for this research . 
1 .  Verbal Salutes - S ingle word o r  two word phrases 
that s ignal and acknowledge the presence of another 
person in the s ituation (key words include Hey ! 
Hello! Hi!  Good Morning! ) .  
2 .  Reference t o  Other - Thi s  may be a word or phrase 
directed at the other participant in combination 
with the first level (key words include 
[He l l o , ]Man ! [Hi , ]Chic! [He y , ]You ! ) .  
3 .  Personal Inquiry - These are questions seeking 
information about the other person (key words 
include How are you? What's new? What do you 
know ? )  . 
4 .  Maintenance - This i s  a phrase o r  s t atement 
suggesting an interest in continuing a past 
relationship (key words include Long t ime, no see ! 
Haven ' t  we met before? Nice t o  see you again!) . 
5 .  Compliments - These statements express posit ive 
value judgement about the other person ( ke y  words 
include You're looking good ! That ' s  a n i ce t i e  or 
dress you are wearing! I t ' s great to see you ! ) .  
6. External Reference - The initiator makes a 
reference to things outside the immediate 
interaction ( key words include How's the weather? 
Nice day ! ) . 
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7 .  Reference to Self - The initiator makes statements 
which refer only to information about the speaker 
or his situation ( key words include Have I had a 
rough day ! ) . 
8 .  Accentuators -The se are single words which are 
" content free " and accent a thought or surprise 
(key words include Oh! Say! Well!) . 
9 .  Apologizers - These statements express apology in 
the introduction (key words include Excuse Me!) . 
10 . Wittici sms - These are the comical or humorous 
phrases that express out of the ordinary comments 
(key words include How ' s your sex l i fe ?  How' s it 
hanging ? )  . 
1 1 .  Topic In itiation - The conversat i on shifts to a 
topic o f  concern (key words include "The reason I 
wanted to talk to you i s  because . 
[Krivonos and Knapp, 1 97 5 ,  p .  120]) . "  
Their categories provide a helpful framework for the 
research into the many types of opening lines along with 
Zunin and Zunin ' s ( 1 9 72) ideas o f  " ice-breakers " :  
1 .  The Search for Ident i fying Dat a :  "Hello; My name 
is Jul i e . What ' s yours ? "  "Do you l ive near here ? "  
2 .  Existent ial and Persona l i t y  Topics : " I ' m  having a 
great time, how about you?" "This party i s  fun . 
Do you l i ke the musi c ? "  
These are hints t o  what a person i s  real l y  l i k e .  
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3 .  Identifying Data Offered Spontaneous ly: "We moved 
from Connecticut only a few months ago, and I ' m  
just getting used to Cali forn i a  weathe r . Have you 
ever lived in the East?" 
These phrases probe a l ittle more than the first 
two because the stranger may be d i fficult to turn 
on . 
4 .  Spontaneous O f fering on the Existential and 
Personality Leve l : " I  was always a shy kid . "  " I  
l ike to drink, but three i s  my l imit . "  
This i s  close to the second idea, but reveals more 
personal data . 
5 .  The Art o f  Compliments : " I  was noticing that 
beautiful necklace you are wearing . I s  i t  an 
he irloom ? "  
6. Talking About Here and Now Surroundings: The 
initiator attempts to make comments on the moment, 
usually not controversial . 
7 .  Focus on the External World: The conversation 
strays away from personal findings and discusses 
world i s sues . 
8 .  The Search for Mutual Interests o r  Acquaintances : 
One may try to find interests or friends i n  common 
with the strange r .  
9 .  The Creative Gibe: Thi s  i s  a bit of sarcasm with 
kind insults that are fitting. They include a bit 
of humor in an appropr i ate manner. 
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1 0 .  The Humorous Approach : The initiator chooses 
something funny to start off the conversat ion . 
1 1 .  Social Graces in Act ion : "May I light your 
cigarette ? "  "May I get you a cha i r ? "  
Politeness i s  revealed . 
1 2 . The Hobby and Fad Approach : These are personal 
interests, enthusiasms, and hobbies that hope to 
get responses from strange r s .  
1 3 .  Can You T e l l  Me ...:... .:... . ? :  "Can you t e l l  me where you 
got that item?" 
Spontaneous contact may come through your request 
for assi stance or help . 
14. Verbalizing the Nonverbal : " I  noticed you from 
across the room! " 
One may notice from across the room and verbal i z e  
his or her observat ions about the nonverbal . 
15. You Remind Me of . .  . . . This works best when the 
reference i s  unknown to the stranger so that you 
can stress the good points instead of comparing 
known celebrities . 
16. Self-Apology : " I ' m  sorry that I ' m  so late but I 
had to wait for II 
One i s  informed not to use these too often because 
they seem l ike escape-goat lines . 
1 7 . The Effective Accident : The example given for this 
idea i s  a woman who drops her handkerchief, hoping 
the stranger will pick it up . This may bring about 
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some physical contact which could bring the two 
close together .  
1 8 .  The Whims ical Hook-In: "This i s  the best coffee I 
have ever had ! "  
This i s  an exaggerated attention-getter sometimes 
using humor as long as it is not harmfu l .  
1 9 .  The Provocative Hook-In: "Hand me the damn book ! "  
This combines the whimsy and creative gibe with a 
creative insult . 
Provocation, whimsy ,  humor, and creative gibe are 
categori z ed as "handle with care" approaches ( p .  34-46). 
Krivonos and Knapp ( 1 9 7 5 )  and Zunin and Zunin ( 1 9 7 2 )  express 
that any contact through interaction involves a certain 
amount of r i sk-taking . The rewards of that risk-taking may 
include friendship, love, and/or a more posit ive self- image . 
The initiator takes a chance o f  being rej ected for further 
conversation . 
Knapp ( 1 9 7 8 )  discussed the init iation o f  relationships 
in his book Social Intercourse and answered the question one 
might ask as to why we go to a l l  the trouble to dissect 
greeting behavior, stating that the major advantage o f  the 
classi fication system i s  that i t  may help people understand 
precisely what particular form greetings take at various 
stages of development and also during the termination stage 
( p .  1 0 9 ) . One may then proceed to explain the success or 
failure of certain opening lines . People have the i r  own 
techniques for opening lines and most o f  them fall into 
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these categories . Knapp's information refers to the current 
study and the processes of intiating conversat ion . 
Knapp ( 1 9 7 8 )  continued t o  research the "rhetoric of 
hello " ,  its importance and the initiating stages of 
conversations in his book Social Intercourse . He went into 
much more depth in human interaction than h i s  previous study 
with Krivonos. He is concerned with the way people 
communicate and the motives behind, during, and after the 
interaction process . He structured his book with his 
proposal of a new framework for observing communicative 
behavior in conversations, i n  relationships, and throughout 
the l i fespan ( p . vi i ) . There were several portions of his 
book that will be very helpful in the research of opening 
l ines because he points out that the greeting tells us much 
about the relationship between the two strangers . 
The first step o f  Knapp ' s ( 1 9 7 8 )  developmental model 
is the initiation process which includes opening lines . 
Appropriately, this step i s  referred to as " Init iating . "  
This stage covers a l l  nonverbal greeting cues and opening 
l ines which set out to make contact , get attent ion, open the 
channels for interaction, and provide initial information on 
mood, interest, and other areas o f  curiosity . The important 
point Knapp makes is that " speci fic behaviors will  vary, 
depending on the particular configuration o f  people, t ime, 
and place ( p .  255) . " One ' s  conversation will change 
depending on the atmosphere and the person he or she i s  
speaking t o  ( formal or informal situat ions) . This i s  the 
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first developmental stage i n  the interaction/ communication 
area . He gives nine more stages in the development process 
of communication after initiat i on that are not relevant to 
this research . 
Knapp ( 197 8 )  explains that when we say ''hel l o , " we have 
agreed with ourselves to interfere with anothe r ' s l i fe 
(p . 1 0 6 ) . This i s  the place where people think about the 
content in their opening lines in order to avoid rejection 
in the interaction process . This refers back to Krivonos 
and Knapp ' s  (1975)  study about to the risk factor o f  
init iating that first conversation with a strange r . I f  the 
other person pursues the conversation for a longer period o f  
time , this may reveal an acceptance t o  the initiator ' s  
opening l ines . This may also develop into some type o f  
relationship ( friend, acquaintance, or int imacy ) . 
The greeting one receives may also reflect the 
initiator ' s  background or l i festyle (Krivonous & Knapp, 
1975; Knapp, 1 97 8 ) .  Knapp provides the example of a person 
who comes from the city as opposed to someone from a sma l l  
town atmosphere . He stated that perhaps one reason why city 
dwe l l ers are sometimes described as cold when they do not 
respond to the we ll-meaning salutations of strangers i s  that 
the init iator has intruded upon the city dwe l le r ' s p rivacy 
( 1 97 8 ,  p .  1 0 6 ) . The person may not want to get involved. 
Thi s is not to say that a l l  city dwe l lers are cold and 
disl ike speaking to strangers and that sma l l  town people are 
entirely warm and friendly people . It i s  merely an example . 
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Everyone i s  di fferent and develops his or her own 
communication persona l it y .  This provides i n formation about 
the content of an opening l i ne for the current research . 
One can tell what kind of relationship exists through 
the opening l i nes . Strangers might engage in a friendly 
handshake, formal forms of addre s s  (Mr . or Mrs . )  and formal 
express ions l ike "Good Morning, " "Nice to meet you , " or 
"Pa rdon me , but (Knapp, 1 97 8, p .  1 0 6 ) . "  Friends 
wi l l  use a more i n formal greeting s ince they have gone 
through the acquaintance proce s s ,  such as "Hey You ! "  "What's 
up?" "What ' s  going o n ? "  
Knapp ( 1 97 8 )  l i sted his favorite top t e n  opening lines 
which were obtained from Weber's ( 1 9 7 0 )  " F i ft y  Great Opening 
Lines " :  
1 .  Do you have an aspirin? 
2. Hi . 
3 .  How long do you cook a leg o f  lamb? 
4 .  Excuse me, I ' m  from out o f  town and I was wondering 
what people do around here at night . 
5 .  What kind of dog i s  that? He i s  great looking ! 
6 .  Wow! What a beaut i ful day . 
7 .  Please pass the ketchup . 
8 .  D idn't I meet you in I stanbu l ?  
9 .  Who's your dent ist? 
1 0 .  Don ' t  t e l l  me a girl l ike you doesn't have a date 
tonight (pp . 72- 7 8 ) . 
Opening Lines 
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Some of these opening l ines may seem a l i t t l e  out-of-date o r  
unusual ,  but Weber guaranteed that they would work in 1970 . 
There are good l ines and there are bad l i ne s .  Bad 
l ines shows poor t iming and content of the init iator ' s  words 
towards the stranger which may result i n  rejection from that 
person . DuBrin (1974) identified ten of these: 
1 .  Haven ' t  I met you some p lace before? 
2 .  You are a beauti fu l  person . 
3 .  Let' s go to bed . 
4 .  I love you . Do you believe i n  love at f i r st s i ght? 
5 .  Do you think it w i l l  rain? 
6 .  You look l ike a movie star . 
7 .  Are you alone? 
8 .  You look lone l y . 
9 .  Why are you here? 
1 0 .  Where have I seen you before (pp . 4 8 -51, 72-75 ) ?  
Knapp (197 8 )  referred t o  Altman and Taylor (1973)  
pertaining to the deve lopment stages o f  r e l at ionships with 
commun ication . The i r  framework,  con s i s t ing o f  events that 
occur as social relat ionships develop, is referred to as 
social penetration proce s s . Four stages of development are 
int roduced : orientation, exploratory a f fective exchange, 
a f fect ive exchange, and stable exchange 
(Altman & Taylor,  1 9 7 3 ) . 
Altman and Taylor (1973)  empha s i z e  the fact that 
fami l ies are constantly moving to new locations . 
Friendships are important and i n  order to gain new friends, 
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one must meet them first . They provide a prime example of 
the typical cockta i l  party that i s  planned to welcome 
newcomers to a community . Conversat ion roams among many 
individual s .  It i s  fast and light , undertaken with various 
people,  and usua l l y  at a sha llow noncommittal level ( p .  11) . 
Opening conversations are usually based upon socially 
acceptable,  noncontrove r s i a l ,  and stereotyped content to 
convey a pleasant and understanding image . Thus, one seems 
to take precautionary steps in the first initial 
confrontations . Altman and Taylor ( 1 973)  examine the 
interaction stages and the growth of a relationship which i s  
built upon those first few words . The orientation stage, 
which includes curiosity and probing for supe r ficial 
information about the other person, i s  of key concern to 
opening l ines in conversations . 
The leve l s  of sel f-awareness and evaluation have gone 
through much asse ssment (Altman and Taylor, 1 97 3; Berger and 
Calabrese, 1 975; Cushman and Pearce, ( 1 977) . Altman and 
Taylor describe the process of evaluating others in the 
initiating stage with the i r  reward/cost theory . This is 
another area in the social penetration perspective . 
Briefly,  people weigh their rewards and costs in the 
encounter . This i s  a cataloguing process where people note 
the "pros and cons" of a part icular exchange 
(Berger, 1 9 8 0 ,  p .  9 3 ) . 
Berger and Calabrese's ( 1 97 5 )  uncertainty reduction 
theory assumes that "when strangers meet , their primary 
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concern is one of uncertainty reduction or increasing 
predictability about the behavior of both themselves and 
others in the interaction ( p .  1 0 0 )  . " Tardy and Hosman 
( 1982) reported the participants in their study as being 
more flexible in the i r  disclosures to strangers than to 
friends . They considered that students turn more to the 
context for informat i on about the appropriateness of 
disclosures when they are with strangers than when they are 
with acquaintances of friends ( p .  9 7 ) . 
A different theory relating to the evaluation and 
consideration procedure i s  Cushman and Pearce ' s ( 1 9 7 7 )  
rules-based theory of communication . They use the 
syl logism: A intends to bring about C .  A considers that in 
order to bring about C, B must be accomp l i shed. Therefore, 
A sets out to do B (p . 35 1 ) . The rules-based theory i s  the 
process taken by the initiator to take precautions and steps 
in initiating conversation with the other person . There are 
factors that must be considered about that stranger 
( culture, background, language, etc . )  before init iating 
opening l ines . 
The three cont rasting theories do share the concept 
that people do engage in conscious , evaluat ive procedures 
before, during, and after interactions . Berger ( 1 9 8 0 )  
contends that if individuals were constantly planning 
initial greetings, there wou ld not be as many initiations 
because they may talk themselves out of them . 
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Sunnafrank and Miller ( 1 98 1 )  and Sunnafrank ( 1 9 8 6 )  
studied the roles o f  attraction and disclosure during 
initial interact ion . They studied the independent and 
combined influence of attitude and intial interaction on 
interpersonal attraction to relative strangers . These 
studies took a di fferent perspect ive other than the 
theoret ical perspectives of Altman and Taylor ( 1 97 3 )  and 
Berger and Calabrese ( 1 97 5 ) , who theori zed that individuals 
exchange low-risk demographic information in the first 
encounters,  avoiding con f l i ct-generating topics . 
The first study ( 1 9 8 1 )  focused on perceptions o f  people 
who were aware that they would be interacting with a 
particular stranger and the information that would be 
relayed. They contact an interpersonal goals perspective 
and, through their finding, suggest that when initial 
interactions flow smoothly and natura l l y ,  the att it ude 
s imilarit y  variable has no impact on post-interaction 
attraction ( p .  24) . 
Sunnafrank ( 1 98 6 )  furthered h i s  interpersonal goal s  
perspective t o  research the combined influence o f  pre­
acquaintance attitude similarity and normal initial 
conversation on perceptions o f  att itude s imilarity 
(p . 1 6 0 ) . These are a look into attitudes and interpersonal 
revelations of a stranger, but the studies do express the 
type of information revealed with s im i l ar and d i s s imilar 
peop l e . 
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Sunnafrank ( 1 9 8 6 )  explained the interpersonal goals 
perspective much more clearly than the previous study. 
Interactants seek t o  sat i s fy their goals in beginning 
relationships and initial stages of attract ion . Opening 
lines are strong constituents .  Information about partner ' s  
attitudes, when discovered during the greeting, i s  expected 
to influence individual's perceptions o f  future goal 
satisfaction ( p .  1 5 9 ) . His study revealed that the strong 
pre-acquaintance association between perceived attitude 
s imil arity and attraction is discarded in the initial 
conversat ions . Attitudes are more closely l ooked at i n  
following interact ions . Attitudes are j u s t  another aspect 
of the init iat i on / acquaintance process . 
A different framework was cited by Schiffrin ( 1 97 7 ) . 
She suggested a framework for opening encounters and 
stressed the term encount e r .  Opening l ines are encounters 
and not just greeting, but there is a dependency between 
technical and ritual aspects o f  interaction which are 
represented in the encounter that open more doors for 
encounters (p . 6 8 9 ) . She argures that cognitive reconit ion, 
which is the process of pl acing another person within the 
framework of his or her biographical informat ion,  and social 
recognition, which is the knowledge and welcoming o f  
specific social and cultural expect at ions,  are important i n  
maintaining social order and organi z ing social interaction. 
Access displays are the third important phase in the process 
of opening encounters . These are merely the expression o f  
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social recognition or accepting the initiat ing l i nes . The 
three phases are the base for her framework to show 
transformations of the recognition phase with the opening 
encounter in response to social and individual happenings . 
Gudykunst ( 1 983) explored various studies 
( S chi ffrin, 1 9 77; Berger & Calabrese, 1 975; Berger et a l ,  
1 97 6; Sunnafrank & Miller, 1 9 8 1 )  with similarities and 
differences in uncertainty reduction and predictabi l ity of 
behavior in initial intracultural and intercultural 
encounters . All of these studies interrelate with the 
purpose of studying the organization of opening encounters . 
Schiffrin discussed specific social and cultural 
expectations that Gudykunst explores in his research . "One 
reason for the coherence of talk is that both speaker and 
hearer recognize each other as val id partners in the 
interaction and, beyond that , both recognize imp l i citly, a 
set of cu lturally, situationally, and topically 
relevant standards of conversational and interactional 
behavior ( S chi ffrin, 1 97 7 ,  p .  6 8 9 )  . "  
Gudykunst ( 1 983) notes that opening conversations 
depend upon the degree of cultural ,  racial , sexual , and 
attitudinal similarities between two participant s .  Thus, 
his study addressed the di fferences in perceptions of 
initial intracultural and intercultural encounters among 
strangers finding that people make more assumptions about 
strangers based upon their cultural background i n  initial 
intercultural encounters that in initial intracultural ones 
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(p . 5 9 ) . He did not , however ,  find any di fferences i n  the 
degree of cautionary actions used in initial interaction s ,  
the amount o f  nonve rbal activity displayed, o r  the amount o f  
obligation fe lt to start a conversation i n  i nt i t i a l  
int racultural and intercultural interactions ( p .  5 9 )  . Key 
factors in his study revealed that people ask more questions 
in initial intercultural encounters and do more talking i n  
i n i t i a l  greater attributional confidence in predicting a 
stranger' s background s imilarity when the stranger comes 
from the same culture than when he or she comes from a 
d i f ferent culture . Berger and Calabrese ( 1 97 5 )  supported 
this finding with their theory that higher levels of 
uncertainty lead to increases in information seeking and 
higher rates of recompense, whi l e  increased s imi larity leads 
to an increased volume of communication and reduction i n  
uncert a inty . 
Ayres ( 1 97 9 )  compared two tests done by Altman and 
Taylor ( 1 97 3 )  concerning the i r  soc i a l  penetration theory and 
Berger et al ' s  ( 1 9 7 6 )  uncertainty theory with respect to 
information seeking strategies . The soc i a l  penetration 
theory predicts strangers and friends wi l l  use s imilar rates 
of "question- asking" but ask di fferent types of questions 
such as descript ive versus evaluative question s .  Berger et 
a l ' s theory i s  based on their belief that questions are 
asked to gain i n formation for further confrontation s .  They 
reveal,  "As in formation is obt ained, uncertainty i s  reduced; 
as uncertainty diminishe s ,  there i s  a reduction in the need 
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t o  use information gathering strategies l ike question-asking 
( 1 97 9 ,  p. 1 94 )  . 11 
Ayres found that there were no differences in the 
amount of question usage between the uncertainty theory and 
social penetration theory. He did find that friends use 
more evaluative questions than strangers, which may point 
out that questions occur a bit later in the conversation 
instead of the immediate initiat ion stage s .  The initiation 
of a conversat i on may not be l ong enough for a person to ask 
lengthy, probing question. 
Altman and Taylor ( 1 97 3 )  feel that interactions 
progress gradually from the vast amount of information 
exchanged throughout t ime . They found that strangers 
exchanged more descriptive information than the evaluative 
in format ion . People tended to evaluate one another 
privately, avoiding negative reflect ions,  in the initiation 
stage. "There is a general reluctance to criticize and, i f  
done it i s  usually in a gentle culturally approved 
nonemotional fashion ( 1 97 3 ,  p .  1 3 7 ) . "  
Ayres ( 1 9 82) then furthered h i s  studies on the 
evaluative statement s . He referred t o  Altman and Taylor 
( 1 97 3 )  and Knapp ( 1 9 7 8 )  once again about greetings and the 
deve lopment o f  relationships. Ayres used two frameworks,  
in order t o  establish his study o f  evaluative statements in 
developing, stable,  and deteriorating relationships with a 
person o f  the same o r  opposite sex. He found that sex i s  
not a useful variable t o  explain male and female techniques 
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o f  evaluating others i n  initial interaction . Thus, i t  
appears that both males and females evaluate both sexes i n  
the similar manne r .  
Douglas ( 1 9 8 7 )  further studied the use o f  que stion­
asking strategies to determine if they affected future 
interact ion . He explored naturally occuring conversations 
to see i f  initial interact ant s '  use of question-asking 
strategies is influenced by the extent to which they 
anticipate future interaction ( p .  23 1 ) . He found that 
participants use of question-asking strategies did not 
change as a use for anticipated/no anticipated future 
interaction manipulation ( p .  241 ) . Some examples o f  
que stions that people ask include finding out about a 
partner and finding out i f  that partner l ikes you . This 
study contradicts Altman and Taylor' s ( 1 97 3 )  be lief that 
quest i on-asking i s  done, mainly, after the init iat i on stage . 
Douglas does seem to agree with Berger's ( 1 9 7 6 )  feeling 
about question-asking and probing . Douglas found that 
initial interactants probably use strategies i n  
complementary ways so that increased u s e  o f  discl osure would 
be associated with a positive or negative change in mutual 
questioning. It did not matter i f  the two people 
anticipated further interaction (p . 242 ) . 
Osterkamp ( 1 9 8 0 )  categori zed and explained many o f  the 
studies (Zunin & Zunin, 1 972;  Duck, 1 97 3; Altman & Taylor, 
1973; Chaikin & Derlega, 1 97 4 )  that dealt with communication 
during the initial interact ion . She expressed that the 
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theories take on di fferent perspectives but they a l l  point 
to the process of init iating opening lines . zunin and Zunin 
( 1 9 72) , as stated earlier,  reported that the first four 
minutes was time enough to make decisions about the other 
person . Some greetings take a longer t ime and are much more 
complex . 
Osterkamp ( 1 980) reveals that init ial interaction 
between two people,  called the " acquaintance proces s , "  i s  a 
proce ss and not just an exchange (p . 1 0 8 ) . She implies that 
people communicate as i f  there are rules and regulations to 
abide by in greeting a person . There are certain 
expectations about the type of information one reveals in 
initiation stages (Altman nad Taylor, 1 97 3; Berger et a l ' s ,  
1 97 6 ) . Chaiken and Der lega ' s ( 1 974) study support this 
finding and impress that a person who discloses intimate 
information about himse l f  or her s e l f  at an early stage of 
acquaintance, is viewed negative l y .  Duck ( 1 9 7 3 )  defines 
acquaintance as " a  communication process whereby an 
individual transmits (conscious ly)  or conveys ( s omewhat 
unintentionally) in formation about his or her personality,  
structure, and content to potential friends (p.  1 2 7 )  . " 
Indications in Osterkamp ' s  study revealed that these studies 
are not as accurate today because a change is taking p l ace 
in the type of in formation revealed . Some intimate 
information is revealed in the greeting to gain the others 
trust and accept ibility . 
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Osterkamp ' s  ( 1 98 0 )  study summari zes rules that the 
individual has for either simple or complex transformations 
of the individual's personal ity . It i s  important t o  study 
the situational and personal purpose o f  the level o f  
trans formation that i s  chosen . The focus i n  her model i s  on 
the individual's abi l ity to generate appropriate 
transformations for his or her purpo ses,  and to infer the 
underlying structure behind the transformations o f  the other 
person ( p .  1 1 2 ) . The process o f  generating transformations 
for communicating is the main purpose of her study . 
Crockett and Friedman ( 1 9 8 0 )  wrote an introductory 
essay about the early stages o f  acquaintanceship derived 
from seminars at a 1 978 Speech Communication Association 
discus sion . They provided a brief introductory essay about 
the early stages o f  initial interactions and followed with a 
summary of four papers presented at the seminars . They 
l i sted the most commonly employed concepts in models devoted 
to initial interactions which have more t o  do with 
anticipated reward-gaining percept ions and personal 
qual ities . They comment that the framework is supported and 
respectable but somewhat unconvicing. 
Crockett and Friedman ( 1 980)  leave the reader with 
general questions concerning initial interactions . These 
questions have to do with the status o f  norms that govern 
communication, attraction leve l s ,  and the lack o f  research 
in such areas . These all support further research and 
discussion but were not answered i n  the semina r .  Osterkamp 
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( 1 9 8 0 )  and Knapp ( 1 9 7 8 )  were d i scussed as contributors t o  
the initiation process material. 
A different angle for viewing opening l ines was taken 
by Powers and Glenn ( 1 9 7 9 )  in the i r  study about the effects 
o f  friendly insult greetings ( F I G ) , greetings which include 
the use of words or phases having a semantic level of 
meaning usual l y  negative in denot at ion (Hi dummy,  stupid,  
ugly, SOB , etc . [p . 2 6 5 ] ) .  The i r  study included social norm 
considerations such as the r i ght t ime to disclose 
informat ion,  what depth of i n formation reveal , and the 
percept ion of the receiver about the greet i ng. The purpose 
of the friendly insult greetings i s  to reveal the confidence 
one has upon his o r  her relat ionship with the other person 
(usual l y  on a good friend and not on initial interact ions ) . 
One knows when it i s  appropriate t ime to suggest such l i nes . 
They l i st four general perceptions which influence the 
acceptab i l ity and frequency of F I G  ut i l i z at i on and 
judgements of mutual relevance : 
1 .  Any type o f  greeting may be perceived as 
inappropriate resulting in perceptions of 
unaccept abi l ity and low frequency of use (p. 2 6 6 ) . 
2 .  The F I G  may be perceived as an actual insult and 
then be categorized as totally unacceptable and 
i n frequent ( p .  2 6 7 ) . 
3 .  The F I G  may be perceived as a F I G  and st i l l  be 
perceived as unacceptable (p. 2 67 ) . 
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4 .  The Fig may be perceived as a freindly insult and 
be perceived as acceptable and frequent ( p .  267) . 
The FIG is not observed as "acceptable" i n  either sex 
condition unt i l  the friend stage i s  reached 
(Powers & Glenn, 1979; Zunin & zunin, 1972 ) . 
El l i s  ( 1 9 8 0 )  considers some ethnographic qualit ies of 
initial interactions in his study . He organizes three 
components of all initial interaction : 
1 .  The s ituations i n  which initial interaction takes 
place . 
2 .  The forms or the process of initial interaction . 
3 .  The strategies communicators use to accomp l i s h  
these processes (p . 1 04) . 
These components construct a relationship and the 
communication sequences for initial interact ion . He states 
that the qual it y  and type of in formation exchanged in the 
init iation process i s  an important function of the people 
within the situation along with the envi ronment surrounding 
the individual s .  The three components of initial 
interaction will involve behavior that is relevant to 
greetings, asking, investigating, disclos ing, being s incere, 
lying, establishing an ident ity,  judging, scheming, 
avoiding, s ignifying, exploiting, and equivocating 
( E l l i s ,  1980 , p .  1 0 6 ) . These are a l l  processes of getting 
acquainted with someone which involve many information­
gaining exchanges . 
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The ethnographic perspective i s  emphas ized in E l l i s' 
( 1 980) initial interaction study in which he assumes three 
components of the initial interaction consist ing of the 
situation, processes,  and strategies which would 
characterize them as a nonrandom and significant arrangement 
o f  statement s .  These would then define relationship and 
context ( p .  1 0 6 ) . The goal o f  research i s  t o  make 
communicative processes understandable . 
Based upon this review o f  literature, the current study 
w i l l  present the actual opening l ines that col lege students 
use when confronting strangers . There has been l i ttle 
research done recently in the area o f  init iating a 
conversation with a stranger, focussing on opening 
lines . Studies have been done in the area o f  beginning 
relationships which include a segment about greetings, but 
the initial lines have not been the central concern . The 
research is very helpful and in formative, but dated from a 
decade ago . The studies w i l l  provide a framework for the 
analysis o f  the present study's findings . The purpose o f  
this study is t o  examine col lege students' use o f  words i n  
the initial turn o f  the conversat ional sequence used by the 
initiat o r .  The classroom setting and social events are 
common environments where students are involved and meet 
people constant ly . Thus, this study w i l l  provide the reader 
with a sample o f  opening l ines or verbal greetings most 
commonly used and cite differences, if any, between opening 
l ines in the two context s .  
CHAPTER I I  
Methodology 
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A total of 1 5 0  college students were surveyed at 
Eastern I l l inois University in Charleston, I l l inois during 
summer session classes . Various classes were used in order 
to obtain data from an assortment o f  individual s .  The 
measuring device used included a survey (see Appendix B )  
which was persona l l y  dist ributed b y  the researcher with 
instructions . Students were asked t o  write down three 
opening lines that they use when initiating a conversation 
with a stranger in the classroom setting and at any type o f  
social event . Instructions were to keep s i lent s o  that 
fellow classmates would not use someone else ' s  opening 
lines . I f  someone had previously fil led the survey out in 
another class, they were asked to refrain from fil ling the 
survey out again . 
The survey was designed after a pilot test survey (see 
Appendix A) was given during a summer intercession course . 
Students were not provided with efficient room to write 
responses in, thus the survey was revised . Irrelevant 
questions and demographics were also asked, such as "what 
opening lines do you use when initiat ing a conversation with 
a male or female in other event s ? "  and the year of the 
student . These two areas were unimportant for the purpose 
of this study . Words were changed around to make the survey 
easier to understand and delete confusion . More space was 
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provided on the current survey a l l owing plenty o f  room t o  
express words o r  phrases . 
A content analysis i n  clusters was accomplished with 
the data provided by the students . The data was the various 
opening l ines provided by males and females to strangers i n  
c l assroom settings and vari ous social events . The surveys 
asked i f  the respondent was a ma l e  or female addressing a 
ma l e  or female in the two d i fferent situat i ons for the 
purpose o f  catego r i z i n g  responses and the possi b i l i t y  o f  
future re ference for further studie s .  
Categor i es developed enab l ing a content analysis o f  the 
data (see Table 1 ) . The data was separated into categories 
provided by Krivonos and Knapp ( 1 97 5 )  that fit the classroom 
and social event sett i ngs with the addit i o n  of new 
categories which developed from the students' responses that 
did not fit into the original catego r i es . Responses were 
catego r i z e d  based upon the de finit ions and examples provided 
by Krivonos and Knapp . The new categor i es were formed i n  
combination with some o f  t he i r  catego r i es t o  fit the 
classroom and social event responses . Each response was 
separated and p l aced i n  its approp r i at e  category . The 
content i n  the individual categories was analyzed, 
separated, and tabulated to find how o ft e n  spec i f i c  types o f  
opening l ines occurred . 
CHAPTER I I I  
Res u l t s  
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The ob jective of t h i s  study w a s  t o  examine various 
types of opening l ines that college students use with 
st rangers to intiate conversat ions in c l a s s room and social 
sett ings . The opening l ines were defined as the initial 
turn of the conversational sequence . Tables 2 - 1 2  reveal the 
various opening l ines used with the number o f  t ime s that 
part icular phrases were repeated . 
Table I indicates the categories into which the data 
was sort e d .  Eight of Krivonos and Knapp ' s  ( 1 975)  categories 
were confirmed from the data col lected in the surveys ( see 
Tables 1 - 1 0 )  . I n  two instance s ,  categories were s p l i t  
u p  or combined. The Verbal Salute s ,  Personal Inqu i ry ,  
Reference t o  Othe r ,  Maintenance, Compliment s ,  External 
Reference, and Reference to S e l f  categories remained 
the same . One category combined Verbal Salutes and Personal 
Inquiry due t o  the abundance of responses using both 
categories combine d .  Topic Initiat ion was another category 
used, but divided into the two sett ings ( c l a s s room and 
soc i a l )  because of the large quant i t y  of responses in the 
two d i fferent context s .  Thu s ,  the categories were named, 
Topic Init iation i n  or about Class room Sett ings and Topic 
I n i t i at ion in or about Social Event s .  
Two categories were developed from the responses o f  the 
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surveys which did not fit any of Krivonos and Knapp ' s  ( 1 97 5 )  
categori e s  due t o  the di fferent content o f  the responses. 
One category was labeled Sarcast i c  Comments because of the 
out-of-the-ordinary and rude content in the response. The 
remarks would be directed at the other person or an object 
in a negative fashion. The other category was labeled 
Sexual l y  Exp li c it Phrases because of the crude and sexual ly 
offensive comments revealed. Some of the comment s would be 
directed at the st ranger ' s  body or comment on other private 
matters belonging to the stranger and of no concern for the 
initiator . 
Three categories were di sconfirmed due to the lack o f  
responses t o  fit in those categories . Those categories 
include : Accentuator s ,  Apologizers,  and Witticisms. The 
students may not have t hought about responses such as these 
when f i l l ing out the surveys. They may be used but were not 
included in the resu lts of the dat a .  Witt i c i sms were close 
in relation to the Sarcast i c  Comment category but the 
content was di fferent due to the rude content. 
In the area of Verbal Salutes ( see Table 2A & B) , "Hi " 
i s  the most popular word used in both sett ings. "Hi " was 
used 3 6  times in the classroom sett ing and 34 t imes in the 
social sett ing . Other words , such as "Hello" and "Hey" were 
a l so included. 
Table 3A revea l s  that "Where are you from ? "  was 
repeated 5 1  t imes , "What ' s  your major ? "  was repeated 4 4  
t imes, "How are you doing ? "  was repeated 2 5  times , and "What 
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year are you?" was repeated 2 3  t imes i n  the Personal Inquiry 
classroom setting . 
The category o f  Personal Inquiry ( see Table 3B) i n  
s o c i a l  settings revealed that ''What ' s  up?" was repeated 2 2  
times, "Are you having a good t ime?" was repeated 2 2  
t imes ,  and "Where are you from?" was repeated 1 8  times . 
In the combined category with Verbal Salutes and 
Personal Inquiry ( see Table 4A) , " H i ,  How are you?" was 
repeated 1 9  t imes and " H i ,  My name i s  . . , what ' s  your s ? "  
was repeated 1 0  t imes i n  the class room setting. 
Table 4B revealed that " H i ,  How are you" was repeated 
1 0  t imes and " H i ,  What ' s  your name?" was repeated 9 t imes i n  
the Verbal Salutes combined with Personal Inquiry social 
setting category . 
In the area o f  Reference t o  Other ( see Tables SA & B ) , 
various s ingle l ines were reported without repet i t i on . 
Responses such as " H i ,  That was fun" and "Hey Bud, You got 
the t ime ? "  were revealed in both contexts. 
Table 6A revealed that "Have you had this teacher 
before?" was repeated 2 1  t ime s ,  "Did you get the homework 
done?" was repeated 1 2  t imes ,  and "Do you have a pen/pencil 
I could borrow?" was repeated 1 1  times in the Topic 
Init iation of Classroom Sett ing . 
The category o f  Topic Init iation in Social Settings 
( see Table 6B) shows that "Where i s  the restroom?" was 
repeated 6 t imes and "How long have you been here?" was 
repeated 6 times . 
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I n  the area o f  Maintenance in the classroom setting 
( see Table 7A) , "Didn't I have you in a class before ? "  was 
revealed 74 t imes and "Weren't you in my . 
revealed 4 times . 
. clas s ? "  was 
Table 7B reports that "Aren't you in my clas s ? "  was 
repeated 7 t imes and "Aren't you friends with . . ? " was 
repeated 4 times in the Maintenance social setting . 
Compliments in the classroom setting ( see Tab l e  8A) 
reported various single l ines without much repet ition . " I  
like your out fit " was repeated twice and "Nice out fit"  was 
repeated twice . 
Compliments in the social setting ( see Table 8B) 
revealed responses such as " I  l ike your . II which was 
repeated 9 times and "That's a nice outfit" was repeated 3 
times . 
Table 9A revealed various responses such as " It's a 
l ittle too early in the morning t o  think , " " ' Jez' it's 
hot /cold or nice out today" and "Do you know what the date 
i s ? "  which were all repeated twice in the External Reference 
clas sroom setting . 
In the area o f  External Reference o f  the social 
setting ( see Table 9B) , "Do you have the t ime ? "  was repeated 
5 t imes along with various single line s .  
Reference to Self i n  both settings ( see Tables lOA & B )  
revealed that " H i ,  my name i s  . .  " and "My name i s  . " 
were repeated in both context s .  The classroom setting 
responses repeated the first l ine 1 4  times and the second 6 
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t i me s .  The social setting setting responses repeated the 
first l ine 9 t imes and the second twice . 
Table l lA & B reveal various off-the-wall comments such 
as " You ' re not a natural blond, right ? "  and "Hey, Why don't 
you lose some weight ? "  in the Sarcastic Comments categor y .  
In the category o f  Sexua l l y  Expl icit Comments ( see 
Table 12A & B ) , various off-the-wall and rude comments such 
as "Let ' s  go to bed" and "Have you ever seen a grown man 
naked ? "  were revealed .  
CHAPTER I I I  
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The purpose of this study was t o  obtain, analyze, and 
categorize various opening lines provided by college 
students in the classroom and social settings . The opening 
l ine was the first turn of the conversational sequence used 
in meeting a stranger . 
Krivonos and Knapp ' s  ( 1 97 5 )  categories were used and 
also updated with the responses obtained i n  the current 
study . Their categories were valid but all responses did 
not relate to their categories . This may have been due t o  
the di fference in time and the changes i n  society from 
1 9 7 5 . The categories used were Verbal Salutes, Personal 
Inquiry, Reference to Other, Maintenance, Comp l iments,  
External Reference, and Reference t o  Sel f .  
Ninety-nine responses , many o f  which were repet itive, 
supported the meaning of Krivonos and Knapp ' s ( 1 97 5 )  Verbal 
Salute category ( see Table 2A & B) . Responses such as "Hi"  
and "Hello"  were used the most . The first response was 
repeated a total of seventy t imes . The latter was repeated 
twenty-one t imes . These responses were similar t o  Krivonos 
and Knapp ' s examples given in their categories . 
No changes were made in the Personal Inquiry category 
( see Tables 3A & B) because it was wel l  supported in the 
current study . Two hundred eighty-six responses, some were 
repet itive , fe l l  into the classroom setting of this category 
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with "Where are you from ? "  and "What ' s  your major ? "  being 
repeated the most . Two hundred ninety- s i x  response s ,  some 
of which were repetitive also,  supported the social setting 
category with popular phrases such as "What ' s  up ? "  and "Are 
you having a good t ime?" The students seem to have 
curiosity about the stranger, which init iates i n formation 
gathering quest ions . 
Two of Krivonos and Knapp ' s  ( 1 97 5 )  categories were 
combined in the current study due to the abundance of Verbal 
Salute and Personal Inquiry combinations . There were one 
hundred thirty-e ight response s ,  some which were repeated 
quite a few time s ,  included in both settings of the Verbal 
Salutes Combined with Personal Inquiry (see Tables 4A & B) . 
" H i ,  How are you ? "  and "Hi, What ' s  your name ? "  were the most 
popular response s .  
There was no changes i n  the Reference to Other category 
( see Tables SA & B )  . A small amount of responses defined 
both sett ings in this category . All responses were 
different in content, but related, such as " H i ,  That was 
fun" and "Hey Baby, what ' s  your s ign ? "  There were four 
different response s .  
The Topic Initiat ion category was divided to include 
the many responses from the two different context s .  Thus, 
Topic Initiation of Classroom Settings and Top i c  Initiation 
of Social Events emerged ( see Tables 6A & B) . Two hundred 
seventy-seven responses maintain the classroom setting topic 
init iation with responses such as "Have you had this teacher 
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befor e ? "  and "Do you have a pen/pencil I could borrow?" 
being repeated most frequent ly . One hundred thirty-four 
responses emerged from the social event topic initiation 
category with "Would you l ike to dance?" and "How long have 
you been here ? "  the most common responses . These question s  
seem to have l ight-probing content, possibly due t o  the ease 
of gathering information from the stranger for fear o f  
re ject i on . 
The Maintenance category (see Tables 7A & B) remained 
the same supported with thirteen responses in the clas sroom 
setting and twenty-nine responses in the social setting, 
with some being repet itive . Responses such as "Didn ' t I 
have you in a class before?" "Weren ' t  you in my . . .  class ? "  
and "Aren ' t  you friends with . . .  ? " were most popular with 
the student s .  These que stions re-establi shed the 
acknowledgements of past relationships or possible knowledge 
of the person . 
The Compliment category ( see Tables 8A & B )  remained 
unchanged with fifty-five various responses in both 
settings . The classroom and social settings were s imilar i n  
content with responses such a s  " I  l ike your . . .  " and "Nice 
outfit" included . There were other phrases insinuating the 
same purposes but worded differently regarding compliments 
about clothing or personal appearance . 
Forty-one responses fit the External Reference category 
( see Tables 9A & B) with just a few phrases being 
repetit ive . The most common response in both sett i ngs was 
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"What time i s  i t ? "  or "Do you have the t ime?" The other 
responses focused on the weather or the place that the event 
was hel d .  
The results o f  the Reference t o  S e l f  category ( see 
Tables lOA & B )  were very similar to Krivonos and Knapp's 
( 1 9 7  5 )  examples . "Hi,  My name i s  . . . " was repeated the 
most in the classroom and social setting with other 
responses such as "My name i s  . . . " and " I'm so t ired. " 
There were thi rty-nine responses totall ing this category . 
I f  they do not ask the name o f  the stranger ,  as in the 
Personal Inquiry category, they reveal their own names in 
this category . 
The Sarcastic Comment category (see Tables l lA & B )  was 
newly developed in this study due to the content of several 
response s .  Krivonos and Knapp ( 1 97 5 )  did not include such 
a category which may have been due to the difference in time 
and society as mentioned earlier . Opening lines may have 
become more revea ling and the risk factor more relaxed 
today, or these type of responses were not included in 
Krivonos and Knapp ' s research . Eight different responses ,  
none o f  which were repeated, emerged in both settings such 
as "You ' re not a natural blond, right?" and "Hey, Why don't 
you lose some weight ? "  There were more sarcastic comments 
in the social setting than the classroom sett ing. 
The Sexually Explicit category ( see Tables 12A & B) was 
also deve loped, perhaps for the same reasons mentioned in 
the sarcastic comment category. Nineteen responses 
supported this category in both context s .  
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"Hi , I ' m  Ed, want 
to see my girlie posters?" was repeated three times and the 
remaining responses were all distinct ive . "Let ' s  go to bed" 
and " Say, Nice pair" are a couple of examples in this 
category . 
Various people, such as professional acquaintances and 
friends were asked i f  they would use such rude 
comments or lines as indicated i n  the last two categories . 
The comments were thought to be jokes or exaggerated 
comments in response to the survey . 
not taken the surveys seriously . 
Implications 
Some students may have 
The responses provided by the college students were 
very similar in content when analyzing the opening lines . 
Some lines would exude the same meaning, but the response 
was phrased different l y .  Therefore, sub-categories could 
have been developed stating general responses or questions 
creating larger totals to various opening l ines . An example 
of this is in the Personal Inquiry categories (see 
Tables 3A & B) with similar responses such as "How' s i t  
going ? "  "Hey, How ' s it goin ' ? "  "How are you?" "How' s l i fe?" 
and "How are you doing? "  These are a l l  phrased differently 
and close in content . 
Many responses on the surveys put " same as above" for 
a respon se, referring to the previous response .  Thus, 
students used the same opening lines in many situat ions with 
both sexes . 
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There was a problem with the survey. Some students 
perceived opening lines as "pi ck-up lines . "  Thus , some 
questions were left unanswered because the respondent only 
answered to the opposite sex . The study should have 
clari fied opening lines as different from pick-up lines. 
Future Research 
It would be interesting for further research to examine 
the outcome o f  the opening lines . This part i cular study 
observed various opening l ines . Past studies have observed 
the initiation of relati onships . A look into the "whole" 
procedure may reveal if an opening line is accepted or 
rej ected by the strange r .  One may find out whether cert ain 
l ines initiate a relat ionship o r  conversation through the 
various responses . 
Another area for future research i s  to examine the 
gender difference in opening lines . I s  there a difference 
in opening lines initi ated between the opposite or same sex? 
Future studies might want to observe similarities and 
differences among the two . 
Areas other than the classroom and social setting may 
reveal the same or different types o f  opening l ines . These 
types of studies would require more elaborate study 
concerning opening lines and the results o f  
their use i n  various settings . 
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Table 1 
Definitions of the Content Analys i s  Categorie s :  
Verbal Salutes - These are single word o r  two word phrases 
that signal and acknowledge the presence of another 
person in the classroom or social situations (Krivonos & 
Knapp, 1 97 5 ,  p .  1 2 0 ) . Words such a s  " H i "  and "Hello" are 
included (see Table 2A & B) . 
Personal Inquiry - These are questions seeking information 
about the other person (Krivonos & Knapp, 1 9 7 5 ,  p .  1 2 0 ) . 
Phrases such as "Where are you from? " and "What ' s  your 
name ? "  are included ( see Table 3A & B) . 
Verbal Salutes combined with Personal Inquiry - These 
phrases combined words such as " H i "  or "He l l o "  with 
questions directed at the other person . Phrases such as 
"Hi . How are you doing ? "  and "Hi . What is your major? " 
are included ( see Table 4A & B )  . 
Reference t o  Other - These are a word or phrase directed at 
the other participant in combination with verbal salutes 
(Krivonos & Knapp, 1 9 7 5 ,  p .  1 2 0 ) . Phrases such as "Hey 
Bud, you got the t ime ? "  and "Hey Dude, where ' s  the 
party ? "  are included ( see Table SA & B )  . 
Topic Initiat ion in or about Classroom Setting - The 
conversat ion shifts t o  a topic concerning classroom 
events .  Phrases such as " Have you heard about this 
clas s ? "  and "Did you do your homework?" are included 
( see Table 6A) . 
Topic Initiation in o r  about Social Event - The conversation 
shifts to a topic concerning the social atmospher e .  
Phrases such a s  "Would you l ike t o  dance ? "  and "Where i s  
the restroom" are included ( s ee Table 6B) . 
Maintenance - This i s  a phrase o r  statement suggesting an 
interest in continuing a past relationship (Krivonos & 
Knapp, 1 9 7 5 ,  p .  1 2 0 ) . Phrases such as "Aren ' t  you . .  
and "Have n ' t  I met you before ? "  are included ( se e  Table 
7A & B) . 
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Compliments - These statements express posit ive value 
judgement about the other person (Krivonos & Knapp, 1 97 5 ,  
p .  1 2  0 )  . Phrases such as " I  l ike your shirt " and "Nice 
Out f i t "  are included ( see Table SA & B ) . 
Opening Lines 
External Reference - The initiator makes a reference to 
things outside the immediate interaction (Krivonos & 
Knapp, 1 97 5 ,  p .  120 ) . Phrases such as " It ' s cold i n  
here " and "Nice day , huh ? "  are included ( see Table 
9A & B) . 
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Reference to Self - The init i ator makes statements which 
refer only to information about the speaker or his 
s ituation (Krivonos & Knapp, 1 97 5 ,  p .  1 2 0 ) . Phrases such 
as " H i ,  I ' m  . . .  " and " I ' m  so t i red" are included ( see 
Table l OA & B) . 
Sarcastic Comment s - These are out-of-the-ordinary and rude 
phrases directed at the other person or an obj ect . 
Phrases such as "Hey,  why don ' t you lose some weight ? "  
and " H i  bitch" are included ( see Table l lA & B )  . 
Sexua l l y  Explicit Phrases - These are phrases usual l y  
directed at the other person reveal ing crude and sexu a l l y  
o ffensive comment s . Phrases such as " Let ' s  go t o  bed" 
and Say, nice pair" are included ( see Table 12A & B ) . 
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Table 2A: Results o f  Verbal Salutes 
Clas sroom 
Phrase (number of times repeated) 
Hi ( 3 4 )  
Hello ( 1 2 )  
Hey ( 1 )  
Yo ( 1) 
Table 2 B :  Results of Verbal Salutes 
Social 
Phrase ( number of times repeated) 
Hel l o  ( 9)  
Hi ( 3 6 )  
Ha ( 2 )  
Hey ( 1 )  
Hey babe ( 1 )  
Good morning [ a fternoon, etc . ]  ( 2 )  
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Table 3A : Results of Personal Inqui ry 
Classroom 
Phrase ( number of times repeated) 
How' s it going? My name is . . .  ( 1 )  
What ' s  up dude? ( 2 )  
How' s i t  going? ( 1 2 )  
Hey ,  How' s i t  goin' ( 1) 
What ' s happenin ' ?  ( 1 )  
How are you? ( 1 1 )  
How' s life? ( 1 )  
What ' s  going on? ( 1 )  
What ' s  up? My name i s  . . .  What ' s yours?  ( 1 )  
Your name i s ?  ( 1 )  
What ' s your name? ( 1 8 )  
What ' s  up? ( 1 9 )  
How ya doin ' ? ( 1 )  
How are you doing? ( 2 5 )  
What are y a  doing? ( 1 )  
Where (are) you living over the summer ?  ( 1 )  
How' s it hangin ' ? ( 1 )  
What do you know? ( 1 )  
Where are you from? ( 5 1 )  
Where ' s  your hometown? ( 3 )  
How did you do on that test? ( 1 )  
What hal l / dorm are you in? ( 2 )  
Where did you go t o  schoo l ?  ( 6 )  
What' s up? I ' m  . . . ( 1 )  
Where do you live? ( 1 1 )  
Do you l ive in Charleston? ( 1 )  
I s  this your ma jor? ( 1 )  
Are you in a fraternity/ sorority? ( 3 )  
What ' s  your name? I always see you around. ( 1 )  
What year are you? ( 2 3 )  
What ' s  your ma jor?  ( 4 4 )  
What are you up to? ( 3 )  
How' s your summer going? ( 2 )  
Do you work anywhere ? ( 1 )  
Are you a full-time student? ( 1 )  
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Are you playing ( football,  basketba l l ,  et c . )  this year? ( 2 )  
What kind o f  things do you l ike? ( 1 )  
What ' s  your next class? ( 1 )  
How do you l ike Eastern? ( 1 )  
Why are you taking this class? ( 1 )  
What other classes are you taking? ( 6 )  
How was your weekend? ( 2 )  
Are you a freshman? ( 2 )  
How did you like giving a speech i n  the last class? ( 1 )  
Ask a que stion . ( 3 )  
Are you new here? ( 2 )  
Hey ,  What ' s your name? ( 2 )  
Table 3A (Continued) 
Phrase (number of times repeated) 
You got a girl friend? ( 1 )  
What do you want to be when you grow up? ( 1 )  
What (did) you do a l l  break? ( 1 )  
Been playing any ball late l y ?  ( 1 )  
Are you here again in the fa l l ?  ( 1 )  
Do you know . . .  ? ( 1 )  
Do you like studying at Eastern? ( 2 )  
What ' s  your name? I s  it . . .  ? ( 1 )  
How was your day? ( 1) 
How long have you been at this schoo l ?  ( 1 )  
When do you graduate ?  ( 1 )  
Do you l ike what you ' re doing? ( 1 )  
Do you have a boyfriend? ( 1 )  
So what ' s  your sorority l ike? ( 1 )  
So t e l l  me , what ' s  this I hear? ( 2 )  
What brought you t o  . . .  ? ( 1 )  
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Table 3 B :  Results of Personal Inqu i ry 
Social 
Phrase (number o f  times repeated) 
What ' s  up? ( 22 )  
What ' s  up dude? ( 1 )  
What ' s  happening dude ? ( 1 )  
What ' s  happening? ( 2 )  
How are you doing? ( 1 1 )  
How' s it going? ( 9 )  
What i s  your name? ( 1 6 )  
Having fun? ( 5 )  
Where are you from? ( 1 8 )  
How ya doin ' ? ( 1) 
How are you? ( 5 )  
How are you today? ( 2 )  
How the he l l  are ya? ( 1 )  
Where you from, man? ( 1) 
How ' s it going? ( 1) 
Do you play any sport s ?  ( 1 )  
Are you a Cardinal fan? ( 1 )  
Are you from around here? ( 1 )  
Are you from around this area? ( 1 )  
What school did you go to? ( 12 )  
What ' s your major? ( 9 )  
What year are you? ( 4 )  
Are you married, divorced, or single? ( 1 )  
What ' s going on? ( 7 )  
What do you like to do usua l l y ?  ( 1 )  
What are you up to? ( 3 )  
How long have you been here? ( 1 )  
Are you having a good time? ( 22)  
Are you enj oying yourself? ( 7 )  
Where do you live? ( 6 )  
What kind o f  car do you own? ( 2 )  
What do you do for a l iving? ( 4 )  
Do you come here often? ( 3 )  
Have you been here on Friday nights lately? ( 1 )  
Do you go to Eastern or what school do you go to? ( 6 )  
What do you do other than come t o  this bar? ( 1 )  
Do you work here? ( 1 )  
What ' s your favorite bar? ( 1 )  
What music do you like? ( 1 )  
Do you work? ( 1 )  
Do you go to school? ( 1 )  
How' s everything going? ( 1 )  
What have you been doing lately? ( 1 )  
Have you been here before? ( 1 4 )  
This is fun, isn' t it?  ( 2 )  
Why are you he re? ( 7 )  
What are your interest s ?  ( 4 )  
52 
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Table 3B (Continued) 
Phrase (number of times repeated) 
Are you a regular member o f  this organi z ation? (2)  
Are you Greek? ( 4 )  
Have you tried . . .  ? ( 1 )  
What are you doing tonight? ( 1 )  
How you been? ( 1) 
Who you been seeing lately? ( 1 )  
Are you new here? (2) 
Are you dating any chicks? ( 1 )  
Who are you? ( 1 )  
Do you hang out at . . .  ? ( 1 )  
What ' s your name? I always see you around. ( 1 )  
What ' s  your sign? ( 1) 
What ' s your number ?  ( 1 )  
What do you think? ( 1 )  
What do you l i sten t o ?  ( 1 )  
Like fast cars ? ( 1) 
Do you know . . .  ? ( 1 6 )  
How do you like it here? ( 2 )  
Whadda say? ( 1 )  
What the hell have you been doing? ( 1 )  
Did you come here with other guy friends? ( 1 )  
Who are you here with? ( 1 2 )  
How often do you come here? ( 2 )  
S o  tell  me, what ' s this I hear? ( 2 )  
Who are you routing for? ( 1 )  
You ' re a ( some fraternity ) ?  ( 1) 
Have you been anywhere else yet ? ( 1 )  
Can I ask you a que stion ?  ( 2 )  
What classes are you taking? ( 1 )  
Do you dance? ( 1 )  
Do you do this periodica l l y ?  ( 1 )  
Do you really like this team? ( 1 )  
Who do you hang out with? ( 1 )  
Do you have any kids? ( 1) 
Have you met anyone yet ? ( 1 )  
Do you like the mus i c ?  ( 1 )  
Do you go out a lot? ( 1 )  
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Table 4 A :  Re sults of Verbal Salutes Combined with Personal 
Inquiry 
C l a s s room 
Phrase (number o f  times repeated) 
H i ,  How are you doing? ( 1 1 )  
H i ,  How are you? ( 19 )  
Hey ,  What ' s  up? ( 8 )  
H i ,  What ' s your name? ( 6 ) 
He l l o ,  How are you? ( 2 )  
H i ,  Where are you from? ( 9 )  
Hi,  What floor are you on? ( 1 )  
H i ,  Where are you staying? ( 2 )  
H i ,  How ' s i t  going? ( 1) 
H i ,  What i s  your major? ( 2 )  
H i ,  What year are you? ( 1 )  
H i ,  My name i s  . . .  , what ' s  yours ?  ( 1 0 )  
Hey, What ' s  up man? ( 1 )  
H i ,  Are you a student at . . .  ? ( 1 )  
Yo,  y o ,  yo, -What i t  i s .  ( 1 )  
Hey ,  What class i s  t h i s ?  ( 1 )  
He l l o !  What do you think o f  the teacher? ( 1) 
H i ,  Are you enjoying c l a s s ?  ( 1) 
H i ,  What are we supposed t o  do for . . .  ? ( 1 )  
Hey y a ,  how ' s it gain' ? "  ( 1 )  
Hi . . . . How are you doing? ( 1 )  
H i ,  I s  this your first time here? ( 1 )  
H i ,  Don ' t  you hate this c l a s s ?  ( 1 )  
H i ,  I s  this seat taken? ( 1 )  
Opening Lines 
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Table 4B : Results of Verbal Salutes Combined with Personal 
Inquiry 
Social 
Phrase ( number o f  t imes repeated) 
Hey ! What ' s up? ( 5 )  
H i ,  How are you doing? ( 4 )  
Hey , How are you? ( 1) 
H i ,  How are you? ( 1 0 )  
H i ,  Having fun? ( 4 )  
H i ,  What ' s going on? ( 2 )  
H i ,  How are you doing tonight ? ( 1) 
H i ,  What have you been doing latel y ?  ( 2 )  
H i ,  What ' s your name? ( 9 )  
H i ,  Where are you from? ( 1 )  
H i ,  Are you enjoy ing your s e l f ?  ( 2 )  
Hey , Do you l ike this group? ( 1 )  
H i ,  Where are you s itting at? ( 1 )  
H i ,  How long have you been here ? ( 1 )  
Hel l o .  I ' m  . . .  , what ' s  your name? ( 3 )  
Hi ! How' s i t  going? ( 1) 
Hi ! Are you a student at . ?  ( 1 )  
Hi . My girl friend over there thinks your kinda cute - what ' s  
your name? ( 1 )  
H i ,  Having a s  much fun a s  I am? ( 1 )  
H i ,  I s  someone s itting he re? ( 1 )  
H i ,  Where do you l ive? ( 1) 
Hey ,  Are you on footba l l ?  ( 1 )  
Opening Lines 
Table 5A : Results of Reference to Other 
Clas sroom 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
Hey baby, what ' s  your s ign? ( 1 )  
H i ,  that was fun . ( 1 )  
Hey Dude, where ' s  the party ?  ( 1 )  
Table S B :  Results o f  Reference to Other 
Social 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
Hey Bud, you got the t ime? ( 1 )  
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Table 6A : Results of Topic Init iation o f  Classroom Setting 
Phrase (number o f  times repeated) 
Do you have the notes from last class? ( 1 0 )  
Mind i f  I see your notes? ( 1 )  
This class i s  going t o  be tough/hard . ( 2 )  
Boy , this class i s  long . ( 1 )  
Thi s class sucks ( 4 )  
Boy ! I hope this class i s  eas y .  ( 2 )  
How do you think this class i s  going t o  be ? ( 1 0 )  
This class should be fun . ( 2 )  
This class i s  a bitch, huh? ( 1 )  
This class i s  boring . ( 4 )  
I don ' t  think this class w i l l  be that hard . ( 1 )  
This i s  fun . ( 1 )  
I wish there were more girls i n  this clas s . ( 1 )  
Ready for class today? ( 2 )  
How are classes going? ( 3 )  
Have you had t h i s  teacher before? ( 2 1 )  
Man, I ' m  not ready for class again . ( 1 )  
How many hours are you taking? ( 5 )  
How many classes do you have? ( 2 )  
How did you do on your assignment /test ? ( 9 )  
How long i s  this class? ( 2 )  
How do you l ike the class s o  far? ( 2 )  
What classes did you take? ( 1 )  
What i s  the topic o f  your speech? ( 1 )  
Did you think the assignment was easy? ( 1 )  
Did we have an assignment /test today? ( 4 )  
What grade did you receive in . . . class? ( 3 )  
Do you have a pen/penc i l  I could borrow? ( 1 1 )  
I hope we don ' t  have any speeches i n  here . ( 1 )  
What do you think o f  the instructor? ( 4 )  
I s  this class required for you? ( 1 )  
Say something related to subject matter . ( 3 )  
Are you going out tonight? ( 7 )  
Did you go out last night ( 8 )  
Oh, you' re t i red . D i d  you go out last night? ( 1 )  
What are you doing tonight? ( 5 )  
H i ,  I s  anything going on tonight? ( 1 )  
Check out the bimbos . ( 1 )  
I sn ' t  that chick hot . ( 1 )  
This guys crazy . ( 1 )  
Go ahead and k i l l  i t . ( 1 )  
Look at the chick over there . ( 1 )  
You s t i l l  hung over? ( 1 )  
Variety o f  B . S .  ( 1 )  
What did I miss? ( 1 )  
Did you get what she/he just said? ( 4 )  
Do you enjoy your classes so far? ( 2 )  
Do you have a fu l l  load this semester? (3)  
Are you looking forward to this class? ( 1 )  
Do you know who i s  our teacher? ( 6 )  
Opening Lines 
Table 6A (Continued) : 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
What do you think of the teacher? ( 1 )  
When did your first class begin? ( 2 )  
What classes are you taking for your ma j o r ?  ( 1 )  
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Have you ever had ( a  night class or this teacher) before ? ( l )  
Have you heard anything about the class? ( 6 )  
What do you think o f  this class? ( 7 )  
Did you get your homework done? ( 1 2 )  
Isn ' t  the teacher nut s ?  ( 2 )  
Do you know what the assignment i s ?  ( 4 )  
Did we have anything t o  do i n  here today? ( 1 )  
Do you understand what ' s  going on? (4)  
How did you do . . .  ? ( 1 )  
Have you started your homework? ( 1 )  
D o  you need help? ( 2 )  
See the ball game last night? ( 1 )  
Any part ies tonight ? ( 1 )  
Where you going t o  party tonight? ( 1 )  
What did you do last night? ( 1 )  
Did that party get busted last night? ( 1 )  
You owe me a beer, don ' t you? ( 1 )  
How was the party last night? ( 1 )  
Hey , We ' re going t o  Marty' s after class;  Want t o  go ? ( 2 )  
Do you want to study together? ( 2 )  
This teacher seems a l l  right doesn' t he/she? ( 1 )  
Where the hell i s  the L i fe Science building? ( 1 )  
Have you read the chapters on the book? ( 1 )  
Have you ever taken this class? ( 1 )  
What did you think o f  that test? (4) 
What did I miss in class yesterday? ( 2 )  
Will you get my penci l ?  ( 2 )  
Have you given your speech yet ? ( 1 )  
What ' s  the answer? ( 1 )  
What class are you in? ( 1 )  
Hi,  i s  this . . . ( 2 )  
Have you heard anything about this teacher? (4)  
Have you attended other classes here? ( 1 )  
What chapter did we have to do ? ( 1 )  
That test sucked! ( 1 )  
Will he curve i t ?  ( 1 )  
What did you get ? ( 1 )  
I s  this the right class? ( 2 )  
Are you staying 5 o r  8 weeks? ( 1 )  
Can I ask you a question about the assignment? ( 2 )  
I s  someone sitt ing here? ( 2 )  
What class i s  thi s ?  ( 1 )  
This i s  an awful thing t o  be doing this t ime o f  the A . M .  ( 1 )  
What did the teacher just say? ( 1 )  
Why are you doing this course? ( 2 )  
Are you looking forward t o  this class? ( 1 )  
I ' m  not sure I ' m  gonna l i ke this class . ( 1 )  
Table 6A (Continued) 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
I ' ve heard this is a hard clas s .  ( 1 )  
You want to see my poster s ?  ( 1 )  
Wanna go to a party? ( 1 )  
What did they say? ( 1 )  
D i d  you do this? ( 1 )  
Where ' s the party? ( 1 )  
I love you . ( 1 )  
You know what they say about college guys . ( 1 )  
Excuse me . . .  ( 1 )  
I need help . ( 1 )  
Isn ' t  this stupid? ( 2 )  
. . .  i s  an excellent/terrible speaker ( 2 )  
Man, that class sucked. ( 1 )  
Talk about a clas s .  ( 1 )  
I s  it difficult ? ( 1 )  
Do you have any tests this week? ( 1 )  
Opening Lines 
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Opening Lines 
Table 6B : Results o f  Topic I n i t i at ion of Social Event 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
Can I buy you a drink? ( 5 )  
Could you hand me that beer ? ( 2 )  
Can I get you a drink? ( 2 )  
Want a beer? ( 2 )  
Need a beer? ( 2 )  
What are you drinking? ( 3) 
Do you want a drink? ( 1 )  
Would you l i ke a drink? ( 1 )  
This band i s  really good, huh? ( 1 )  
Do you want to go back t o  my place? ( 1 )  
What did you do last night? ( 1 )  
Let ' s get out o f  here and t al k . ( 1 )  
Where i s  the restroom? ( 6 )  
Which way i s  the restroom? ( 1 )  
Would you l i ke t o  dance? ( 7 )  
Want to dance? (2)  
Excuse me , but where are the afterbars? ( 1 )  
What are you doing later? ( 3 )  
Have you heard o f  any afterbars? ( 3 )  
What ' s  going on tonight ? (2)  
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I told mys e l f  that i f  I didn ' t  come and talk t o  you, my l i fe 
wouldn ' t  be complete . ( 1 )  
Let ' s talk babe . ( 1 )  
So are you wasted? ( 1 )  
You got a minute? ( 1 )  
Give me a call babe . ( 1 )  
Got an I D ?  ( 1 )  
I t ' s too crowded here . ( 1 )  
How about a date? ( 1 )  
Have anothe r .  ( 1 )  
Do you have a l i ght ? ( 4 )  
Don ' t ya think . . .  ? ( 1) 
The guys here are real pigs aren ' t  they? ( 1 )  
I t  better not rain tonight or I ' ll die .  ( 1 )  
How long have you been here ? ( 6 )  
What time did you get here? ( 1 )  
You just get here ? ( 1 )  
Do you l i ke this place? ( 1 )  
Where ' s  the beer? ( 3 )  
Talk about the event . ( 5 )  
Did you see that guy that just walked by? ( 1 )  
Hi . Did you notice that man over there? ( 1 )  
I sn ' t he adorab l e ?  ( 1 )  
What are you doing tonight? ( 3) 
What i s  the score ? ( 1 )  
Wasn ' t that neat ? ( 1 )  
Do you know i f  . . . i s  here ? ( 1 )  
Do you know anyone here ? ( 1 )  
H i ,  want to dance and go out looking for guys? ( 1 )  
What i s  the name o f  your drink ? ( 1 )  
Opening Lines 
Table 6B (Continued) 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
Is this where . . . i s  going on? ( 1) 
Who i s  that guy in the . . .  shirt? ( 1 )  
How did you know about the . . .  event? ( 1 )  
I love part i e s . The y ' re so much fun . ( 2 )  
Whose party i s  this anywa y s ?  ( 1 )  
I am s o  glad you came tonight . ( 1 )  
Sorry, I didn' t mean t o  make you spill . . .  ( 1 )  
I t  would probably b e  quicker t o  run t o  Harde e ' s instead o f  
standing i n  l ine here t o  g o  t o  the bathroom . ( 1 )  
H i ,  who ' s winning? ( 1 )  
Cou l d  you pass me the . . . ( 2 )  
This beer i s  going down pretty good, huh? ( 1 )  
Good game don ' t you think? ( 1 )  
You look so t i red today . May I know why? ( 1 )  
What did you do with that g i r l  last night ? ( 1 )  
Do you know the s i z e  o f  the beer? ( 1 )  
Nobody i s  here are they? ( 1 )  
There are a lot o f  good looking guys here . ( 1 )  
Give me a beer, w i l l  ya? ( 1 )  
Look at these young ladie s .  ( 1 )  
D i d  you see that girl over there? ( 1 )  
What ' s  your problem? ( 1 )  
Check out the bimbo . ( 1 )  
Let ' s  party . ( 1 )  
Want t o  smoke a doobie? ( 1 )  
Who invited you? ( 1 )  
W i l l  you pump the keg? ( 1 )  
Got any hooch? ( 1 )  
Are you buying? ( 1 )  
What ' s  the quickest way t o  get to . . .  ? ( 1 )  
I s  this where . . .  i s  going on? ( 1 )  
Wasn ' t  that neat? ( 1 )  
Would you get me a beer? ( 2 )  
You can buy me a drink . ( 1 )  
Since you are t a l l ,  could you get the bartende r ' s 
attent ion? ( 1 )  
What i s  there to do here, anything excit ing? ( 1 )  
Do you know someone here? ( 1 )  
Are you scouting around? ( 1 )  
Meet anyone yet? ( 1 )  
Who ' s going to win? ( 1 )  
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Table 7 A :  Results of Maintenance 
Clas sroom 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
D i dn ' t  I have you in a class before? ( 4 )  
D i dn ' t  I see you at . . .  the other n i gh t ?  ( 2 )  
Weren ' t  you i n  my . cl a s s ?  ( 4 )  
Aren ' t you in . . .  ? ( 2 )  
Aren' t you? ( 1 )  
Table 7 B :  Results o f  Maintenance 
Social 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
D i dn ' t you beat me up last seme ster? ( 1 )  
Aren' t you . . . ? ( 1 )  
D i dn ' t  I beat you up l a s t  semester? ( 1 )  
Dude, Haven ' t  I seen you somewhere before? ( 1 )  
Aren ' t  you in my c l a s s ?  ( 7 )  
Aren' t you friends with . . .  ? ( 4 )  
Haven ' t  I seen you somewhere before? ( 2 )  
You look real l y  fam i l i a r . ( 1 )  
Have I met you before? ( 2 )  
I know you . Don ' t I ?  ( 1 )  
Good t o  see you . ( 1 )  
Were you in a c l a s s  I had? ( 2 )  
H i ,  Aren ' t you i n  one o f  my classes ? ( 1 )  
Don ' t we have . . .  class together? ( 2 )  
Don ' t I know you from somewhere? ( 1 )  
H i ,  I ' ve seen you i n  a c l a s s  but I can ' t remember your 
name . ( 1 )  
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Opening Lines 
Table 8A: Results of Compl i ments 
Classroom 
Phrase (number of t imes repeated) 
You ' re beaut i ful ! ( 1 )  
I think you ' re kind o f  cut e . ( 1 )  
You are smart . ( 1 )  
Your hair looks nice today . ( 1 )  
I l i ke your penc i l . ( 1 )  
That i s  a really cute shirt you have on . ( 1 )  
I l ike your out fi t .  ( 2 )  
That i s  a pretty blouse . ( 1 )  
Nice outfit . ( 2 )  
Give compliment . ( 1 )  
Table 8B : Results of Compl iments 
Social 
Phrase (number of times repeated) 
You look fantast i c .  ( 1 )  
You look very nice tonight . ( 2 )  
I really love your legs . ( 1 )  
That ' s  a nice shirt . ( 3 )  
You are the most beautiful thing I have ever seen . ( 1 )  
You look nice . ( 3 )  
Nice party . (2) 
H i ,  I was just noticing your suit . It ' s  great ! ( 1 )  
I think that ' s a neat looking out fit you ' re wearing. ( 2 )  
Your dress i s  very n i ce . ( 1 )  
Nice eyes . ( 1 )  
You are beaut i ful . ( 1) 
Cute dress . ( 1 )  
This i s  very nice . ( 1 )  
I l ike your . . . ( 6 )  
Your hair is gorgeous . ( 2 )  
H i ,  this place really looks n i ce . Don ' t  you think? ( 2 )  
That ' s a nice out f it . ( 3 )  
That i s  a great outfit you have on . ( 1 )  
Nice broads here . ( 1 )  
That girl over there looks good . ( 1 )  
Nice play . ( 1 )  
This is very nice . ( 1 )  
My friend thinks your hot ! ( 1 )  
You have a really nice smi l e .  ( 1 )  
I l i ke your car . ( 1 )  
This is a n i ce event . Are you enjoying yoursel f? ( 1 )  
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Opening Lines 
Table 9A : Results o f  External Reference 
Classroom 
Phrase (number o f  t imes repeated) 
Nice day , huh? ( 1 )  
God, i t ' s s o  hot in here . ( 1 )  
I t ' s a little t o o  early i n  the morning t o  think . ( 2 )  
Talk about the weather . ( 1 )  
" Je z "  i t ' s hot o r  cold o r  nice out today . ( 2 )  
What t ime i s  i t ?  ( 1 0 )  
Do you know what the date i s ?  ( 2 )  
I s  i t  cold in here ? ( 1 )  
Did you see those Cubs win that game yesterday? ( 1 )  
Go Cubs ! ( 1 )  
See the ball game last n i gh t ?  ( 1 )  
Table 9B : Results o f  External Reference 
Social 
Phrase (number of times repeated} 
God, i t ' s hot in here . ( 1 )  
The weather . . . ( 1 )  
Boy,  I can ' t believe this crowd. ( 1 )  
What ' s  the weather l i ke ?  ( 1 )  
This place i s  too crowde d .  ( 1 )  
I wish they had more restrooms here . ( 1 )  
I ' m  very rich . ( 1 )  
Do you have the t ime ? ( 5 )  
I s  your hair d i f ferent? ( 1 )  
P l ace i s  packed. ( 1 )  
This place i s  happening tonight ! ( 1 )  
How about those Det roit P i ston s ?  ( 1 )  
You look a lot l ike my brothe r .  ( 1 )  
Could you t e l l  me what t ime it i s ?  ( 1 )  
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Table l OA :  Results o f  Reference t o  S e l f  
C l a s s room 
Phrase (number of times repeated) 
H i ,  My name is . . . ( 1 4 )  
My name ' s . . . ( 6 )  
I ' m  so t ired . ( 3 )  
I don ' t want t o  be here today . ( 2 )  
H i ,  I ' m  P a t ;  P i s ce s . ( 1 )  
Table l O B :  Re sults of Reference t o  S e l f  
Social 
Phrase ( number of t imes repeated) 
H i ,  My name is . . .  ( 9 )  
My name is . . . ( 2 )  
Hi , I ' m  . . .  ( 1 )  
Hi , I ' m  Pat;  P i s ce s . ( 1 )  
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Opening Lines 
Table l l A :  Results of Sarcastic Comments 
Classroom 
Phrase ( number of times repeated) 
Hi, bitch ! ( 1 )  
Y o u ' re not a natural blond, right? ( 1 )  
Wanna quit squeaking your desk, you fat bitch? ( 1 )  
Table l l B :  Results of Sarcastic Comments 
Social Event 
Phrase ( number o f  times repeated) 
Hey, why don ' t  you lose some weight? ( 1 )  
You have the most beautiful shit brown eyes I have ever 
seen ! I mean that . ( 1 )  
Do you know you' re beautiful or do you j ust act that 
way ? ( 1 )  
I want you. ( 1 )  
No thanks, I have a boyfriend . ( 1 )  
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Table 1 2 A :  Results o f  Sexu a l ly Expl icit Phrases 
Clas sroom 
Phrase (number of t i me s  repeated) 
H i ,  I ' m  Ed, want to see my g i r l i e  posters? ( 3 )  
How bout a sushi taco later? ( 1 )  
Let ' s  go t o  bed .  ( 1 )  
Have you ever seen a grown man naked? ( 1 )  
Have you ever been in a Taiwan basket? ( 1 )  
Say,  nice pai r . ( 1 )  
Cross your legs it sme l l s  l ike fish . ( 1 )  
My friend i s  Ed ! ( 1 )  
I can see up your shirt . ( 1 )  
Table 12B : Resu l t s  o f  Sexual l y  Expl i c i t  Phrases 
Social 
Phrase (number of t ime s repeated) 
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That chick has the most bodacious ta-ta ' s  i n  this whole bar,  
huh? ( 1 )  
Did you see that chick with the huge knocker s ?  ( 1 )  
I ' ve got a waterbed . ( 1 )  
Do you want to go back t o  my p lace and fuck o r  what? ( 1 )  
Want to have sex with me ? ( 1 )  
Let ' s get bus y ,  baby ! ( 1 )  
Your p l ace o r  mine? ( 1 )  
Are those r e a l l y  yours? ( 1 )  
APPEND IXES 
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Opening Lines 
Appendix A 
Pi lot Survey 
OPENING LINES USED TO INIT IATE CONVERSATIONS 
Please answer the following questions to the best o f  your 
reco l l ection . 
1 .  What opening lines (give at least 3 )  do you use when 
initiating a conversation with a female in the 
clas sroom? 
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2 .  What opening lines (give at least 3 )  do you use when 
initiating a conversation with a male in the classroom? 
3 .  What opening lines (give at least 3 )  do you use when 
initiat ing a conversation with a female at social 
event s? 
4 .  What opening lines (give at least 3)  do you use when 
initiating a conversation with a male at social events? 
5 .  What opening lines (give at least 3)  do you use when 
initiating a conversation with a female in other events 
which have not been mentioned (please speci fy ) ?  
6 .  What opening lines (give at least 3 )  do you use when 
initiat ing a conversation with a male in other events 
which have not been mentioned {please specify) ? 
7 .  Please specify your sex : Male 
8 .  Circle your year in school : 
Freshman Sophomore Junior 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME ! 
or Female 
Senior Other 
Opening Lines 
Appendix B 
Initial Survey 
OPENING LINES USED TO INIT IATE CONVERSAT IONS 
Please answer the foll owing quest ions about initiating a 
conversation with a strange r .  
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1 .  What are three opening lines you have used to i n i t i at e  a 
conversation with a female in the clas sroom? 
2 .  What are three opening lines you have used t o  init iate a 
conversation with a male in the classroom? 
3 .  What are three opening lines you have used t o  init iate a 
conversation with a female at social events ? 
4 .  What are three opening lines you have used t o  initiate a 
conversation with a male at social event s ?  
5 .  Please specify your sex : Male or Female 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME ! 
